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We show that a knot module M is a cyclic module if and only if E,(M)=A, all Steinitz- 
Fox-Smythe invariants of quotients of M by irreducible factors of do(M ) are trivial, and certain 
unit class invariants describing the extensions in a composition series for M are trivial. (We give 
several counter-examples to illustrate the independence of these conditions.) We show also that 
a direct sum of cyclic modules (over any noetherian factorial domain) satisfies the Elementary 
Divisor Theorem if and only if all its elementary ideals are principal, and we replace the Dedekind 
condition in Levine's n-primary sequence realization theorem by a (weaker) projectivity con- 
dition. 
A knot module is a finitely generated module M over the ring A = Z[t, t -1 ] of in- 
tegral Laurent polynomials, on which multiplication by t -1  acts invertibly. The 
Alexander polynomials of M are the highest common factors of the elementary 
ideals of M. When coefficients are extended to QA = Q[t, t -~ ], these determine the 
structure of M® Q=M®A QA completely. For QA is a principal ideal domain 
and so M® Q is a direct sum of cyclic modules, M® Q = (~)l_< i _n (QA/Oi). By the 
Elementary Divisor Theorem, it may be supposed that 0i+~ divides Oi for 1 <_i<n, 
and then the j th  Alexander polynomial is Aj(M)-  Ilj+ l<_i<_n Oi; equivalently, Oj- 
A j_ ~/Aj. However the ring A is nota  P.I.D., and it is not generally true that knot 
modules are direct sums of cyclic modules. 
We are interested here in finding criteria for this to be so, in terms of invariants 
that may be determined from any presentation matrix. We first find criteria for 
modules over 1-dimensional rings to be free. In particular, if M is a A-module which 
is annihilated by an irreducible lement 2, then M is free of rank r as a module over 
R =A/(2) if and only if the first nonzero elementary ideal of M is Er(M) and 
equals R, and the Steinitz-Fox-Smythe row invariant of M is 1. We also relax the 
Dedekind condition in Levine's n-primary sequence realization theorem [7] to one 
requiring only that certain torsion free modules be projective. In Theorem 2 we 
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show that M is a cyclic A-module if and only if E1 (M) = A, all SFS invariants are 
1, and certain invariants describing the extensions in a composition series are trivial. 
We then show (Theorem 3) that the Elementary Divisor Theorem holds for a A- 
module which is a direct sum of finitely many pure cyclic modules if and only if all 
of its elementary ideals are principal. (The argument is valid for A any factorial 
noetherian domain.) In Theorem 4 we give some sufficient conditions for an homo- 
geneous module to satisfy the Elementary Divisor Theorem. Finally we give a 
number of examples illustratiang the independence of the conditions on our in- 
variants. 
Determinantal invariants 
We shall review briefly the definitions of the determinantal invariants of a 
module. (See [4, Chapter III] for more details.) If M is a finitely presentable module 
over a ring R and P is a p x q presentation matrix for M, then the ith elementary 
ideal of M is the ideal El(M) generated by the (q -  i) x (q - i) minors of P. If R is 
a domain, then El(M) is nonzero if and only if i>r=R-rankM. If Q is a nonzero 
(q - r )  x (q - r )  minor of P, then the Steinitz-Fox-Smythe row (respectively, col- 
umn) invariant 0(M) (respectively,),(M)) is the ideal class of the ideal generated by 
all such minors derived from the same q - r rows (respectively, columns) of P. (Two 
ideals are in the same ideal class if they are isomorphic as modules.) The product 
o(M). y(M) is the ideal class of Er(M). In particular o(M) and y(M) consist of in- 
vertible ideals if Ey(M) is principal. If f :  R-~S is a ring homomorphism, then f(P) 
is a presentation matrix for M®R S over S, and so Ei(M® R S) = (f(Ei(M)). In par- 
ticular, if S=R/~ for some prime ideal la of R, then the SFS invariants of M® R S= 
M/pM may be determined from P by choosing a minor Q' of maximal rank among 
those with det(Q') not in p, and taking the class of the ideal of S generated by the 
images of all such minors from the same set of rows (respectively, columns) of P 
as Q'. If R =A, we let Ai(M ) denote the highest common factor of the elements of 
El(M); it is well defined up to multiplication by units (+_tn). We shall also let 
Ai(M) = Ai_ 1 (M) /A i (M) .  (If i< r, we let Ai (g  ) = A i (g )  = 0.) 
Let M be a finitely generated A-module. The subset TM of elements m such that 
A.  m is finite forms a submodule, which is clearly the maximal finite submodule of 
M (since A is noetherian). The module M is pure if TM= 0; equivalently, if the first 
nonzero elementary ideal is principal [4, Theorems III.9 and III. 10]. If M is a pure 
module, then Ann M is generated by AI(M). 
If n is an irreducible lement of A, then M(n) is the submodule of M consisting 
of the elements annihilated by some power of n; if M=M(n), we shall say that M 
is n-primary. 
An homogeneous module of type A is a finitely generated pure A-torsion module 
M for which all the invariants A/(M) are either A or 1. (This agrees with Levine's 
definition for the n-primary case [7, p. 32].) 
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Free modules 
If M is a finitely generated module of rank r over a noetherian domain R, then 
it is projective if and only if Er (M)=R [4, Theorem 111.9]. In particular, if J is an 
ideal of R, then Q(J) is the ideal class of J and Q(J)y(J) is the class of E l(J), so 
J is invertible (i.e. projective) if and only if E~(J)=R, while it is principal (i.e. 
free) if and only if •(J)= 1. If J has a short free resolution, then y( J )= 1; it can 
be shown that the converse is true if J also has a square presentation matrix. (The 
latter condition always holds if R = A/(rr), with r~ irreducible). 
We have related criteria for modules over certain rings to be free. The class of 
rings involved includes all the rings (A/(2) with 2=/:0) of most interest o knot 
theorists. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a finitely generated module over a 1-dimensional noetherian 
ring R. Then M is free of  rank r i f  and only i f  Er- I (M)= O, Er(M)= R and 
ArM-~ R. 
Proof. The conditions are clearly necessary. If Er - l (M)=0 while Er(M)=R, then 
Mp is free of rank r for all prime ideals p of R, by an easy extension of [4, Theorem 
III.9]. Therefore M~,Rr-I(~)J for some ideal J of R, by the stable range theorem 
of Bass and Serre [2]. But then Ar M-- J ,  so M is free if and only i f /~r M~ e. [] 
Corollary 1. A finitely generated module M over a 1-dimensional noetherian domain 
R is free of  rank r i f  and only i f  Er- z(M) = O, Er(M) = R and p(M) = 1. 
Proof. If R is a domain, ~o(M) is the isomorphism class of the module /~r M/tor- 
sion, by [4, Theorem III.12]. [] 
If M is a module over a noetherian ring R which has a p × q presentation matrix 
such that for some set of q - r  rows the ideal generated by all its (q - r )x  (q - r )  
subdeterminants is generated by an element which is not a zero divisor, then the 
argument of [4, Theorem 111.12] may be applied to give a surjection of ArM onto  
R. In particular, if R =A/(2)  and r= 1, we may conclude that M is pure cyclic 
without needing to consider the awkward extension invariants described below. 
However, it is not clear that this condition eed hold for every presentation of a free 
module, although it is always so if R is a domain. 
Corollary 2. An homogeneous A-module M of  type lre with rt irreducible, is free 
as a module over A / (n  e) i f  and only if  all o f i t s  elementary ideals are principal and 
p(M/~zM) = 1. 
Proof. The conditions are clearly necessary. Conversely, they imply that M/ztM 
satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem for some r and so is free over A/(n). By the 
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homogeneity of M and Nakayama's lemma there is a surjection (a/lte)r--~g, 
which must be an isomorphism since the kernel is a pure A-module with 0th elemen- 
tary ideal A, by [4, Lemma III.5]. [] 
Realizing ~z-primary sequences 
Corollary 2 above extends Lemma 15.1 of Levine [7] who assumed that M was 
elementary ( l tM=kerl t  e- l)  and M/ltM was free. (Elementary modules are 
homogeneous [7, Lemma 13.2], but not conversely - see counter-example (ii) 
below). By similar arguments we may relax the assumption of Levine's 7t-primary 
sequence realization theorem [7, Sections 10-16] from "the domain R=A/(rO is 
Dedekind" to "the lower ~t-derivative R-modules involved are projective". Apart 
from the increase in generality, it is if anything easier to check whether a module 
be projective [3; or 4, Theorem III.9] than whether such a ring be Dedekind [5; or 
7, Section 27]. 
The key constructive step is his Lemma 14.1, which we may restate as follows. 
(Note that Levine assumed R Dedekind.) 
Lemma. Let M be a finitely generated projective R-module, where R =A/( l t ) fo r  
some irreducible 7t, and let S=A/(Tte).  Then there is a projective S-module ~,I such 
that ~/~I= M. 
Proof; By the stable range theorem [2] we may assume that M= R r- 1 ~ I for some 
ideal I of R. Clearly we may assume in fact that M=I.  The stable range theorem 
also implies that the projective ideal I has a complement J of rank 1, that is, 
I~ J - -R  2. But then I is a 2-generator ideal and the rest of Levine's construction 
applies. [] 
Similarly, we may improve his Lemma 15.2 to a characterization f projective S- 
modules. If M is homogeneous of type n e and M/nM is projective as a (A/~t)- 
module, of rank r say, then Er_l(M)C_Tt e while (Er(M),1t)=A, and so also 
(Er(M), ne) =A. Thus the image in S of Er_ l(M) is 0, while that of Er(M) is S, and 
so M is projective as an S-module [3]. The hypotheses of Lemmas 15.3 and 15.5 may 
be altered accordingly. (Lemma 15.5 follows from 15.3 by Nakayama's lemma, as 
in Corollary 2 above.) 
The proof of the realization theorem may now be completed as in [7, Section 16]. 
Cyclic modules 
If M is a cyclic A-torsion module, then clearly El(M) =A and for each factor 0 
of zl0(M) the quotient module M/OM is pure cyclic. In particular if 0 is irreducible 
the SFS invariants of M/OM are both 1. If 0 = ¢~, where ¢~ and ~v have no common 
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factor then N=M/OM may be considered as an extension of A/~, by A/$ .  Such 
extension modules have a presentation matrix [~ 0 ] for some r/and are determined 
up to isomorphism by the class of r/ in 
Ext(A/~u, A/c~)/Aut(A/~) × Aut(A/¢)= (A/(O, ~))/(A/dp)×(A/v/) ×. 
If also E1 (N) = A, then the class of r/in A/($, ~') is a unit, and so N is determined 
by an invariant u~,,~,(N) in U(<p,~)=(A/(fb,~,)×/(A/dp)×(A/~,) ×. (If (~, ~u)=A we 
set U($, ~v) = { 1 }.) For the module N to be cyclic we must have u(N) = 1. Modules 
P which are extensions of a pure cyclic module A/(A) by a finite cyclic module A/ J  
(= TP) are similarly classified by an invariant u~,j(P) in (A/(A, J)× ) /(A/A)×(A/J)  ×. 
In this section we shall show that these conditions on elementary ideals, SFS in- 
variants and extension invariants which are necessary for a A-module to be a cyclic 
pure module are also sufficient. (However we do not yet know how to compute u(N) 
from an arbitrary presentation matrix for N, except when U($, ~u) = { 1 }.) 
We note first that the conditions Eo(M)=O and E I (M)=A characterize free 
cyclic modules. For they imply that M is a projective module of rank 1 by [4, 
Theorem III.9], and projective A-modules are free [6, p. 67]. Thus we may assume 
that ,4o(M) =gO. 
Lemma. Let M be a pure knot module with EI(M ) =A. Let Ao(M) = Ill <_i<_, ds' be 
the factorization of  Ao(M) into powers of  distinct irreducibles, and suppose that 
each quotient M/OiM is isomorphic to A/(Oi), for 1 < i< n. Then M has a composi- 
Si tion series (Mi)o<_i<_, such that Mi/M i_ l~-A/(3i ), for 1 <i<_n. 
Proof. Let M,, =M and N=M/dSnM. Then P=N/TN is a pure tin-primary knot 
module such that ,4 0 (P) -dn  sn and P/dn P ~" M/dn M ~- A/(6n). By Nakayama' s lem- 
ma P~-A/(ds~). Let M n_ l be the kernel of the projection of M onto P. It shall 
suffice to show that Mn-1 satisfies assumptions similar to those on M, for then we 
may argue by induction on n. Certainly ,4o(Mn_ i )= I-II<_i<_n-1 t~si" Since Mn/M n_ l 
is cyclic, consideration of presentation matrices (as in [4, Lemma II1.6]) shows that 
El (3,/,) _c El (34, _ 1)- Hence E1 (Mn- 1) = A. Finally, if for each 1 < i< n - 1 we apply 
the Snake Lemma to the map the short exact sequence 
O- Mn_l 
to itself given by multiplication by di we obtain an exact sequence of cokernels 
O~ M n _ z /3iMn_ l -'-' Mn/3iMn = A /(t~i)~ A/((~i, t~s')~O 
from which it follows that M,,_ 1/tJiMn- 1 = A/(5i), for i < n. [] 
Theorem 2. A A-torsion module M is cyclic i f  and only i f  
(i) EI(M)=A;  
(ii) Q(M/tSM)= 1 for 5 any irreducible factor of  A0(M); 
(iii) u¢. ~(M/dp~vM)= 1 for any two factors dp and ~, of  Ao(M) such that Opel is 
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square free; and 
(iv) ua, j (M)= 1 where A =A0(M) and J=A-tEo(M). 
Proof. The conditions are clearly necessary. Suppose that they hold. If P is an m x n 
presentation matrix for M and 0 divides A0(M), then (P )  is a presentation matrix 
for M/OM. Therefore Eo(M/OM )= (Eo(M), OEI(M), ... ) = (0), since El(M) =A, so 
M/OM is a pure module. Let 0 = ~/A0(M) be the product of the distinct irreducible 
factors of d0(M). Since the SFS invariants are trivial, the lemma implies that 
M/OM has a composition series with pure cyclic factors, By a finite induction on 
the number of factors of A0(M), and using condition (iii) repeatedly, it follows 
that M/OM is cyclic. Nakayama's Lemma then implies that M/AM=A/(Ao(M)). 
We shall show that AM=TM is also cyclic. Note first that El(M)= 
(AEI(TM),Eo(TM))~EI(TM), as follows from consideration of presentation 
matrices (as in [4, Lemma III.6]) so El(TM)=A. The finite module TM may be 
regarded as a module over the finite ring R=A/Ann TM. Since R is artinian, 
R/rad R = H (A/mi) is a finite product of fields. Each of the maximal ideals mi 
contains Ann TM and hence Eo(TM) (by [4, Theorem III.1]). Since EI(TM)=A, 
we have TM/miTM=A/mi and so TM/(I/Ann TM)TM=R/radR. Nakayama's 
lemma now implies that TM is cyclic. If TM=A/ J  we must have E0(M)-  
Ao(M). J. 
The theorem now follows on using condition (iv). [] 
The .elementary divisor theorem 
In this section we shall show that a A-module which is the direct sum of cyclic 
submodules satisfies the Elementary Divisor Theorem if and only if all of its elemen- 
tary ideals are principal. (The argument and result are valid for A any noetherian 
factorial domain.) Recall that M is said tO satisfy the Elementary Divisor Theorem 
if M = (~ l ~ i<_ n (A/0i) with 0i+ l dividing 0i for 1 < i_< n. Clearly for such a module 
Ej(M) = (H j+ l_<i___n Oi)" TO establish the converse we shall treat first the special case 
in which M has just two cyclic summands. 
Lemma 1. Let M = (A/atl)  ¢~ (.4/0[t2 ) where (ill, fiE) = A. Then 
M= (A /ailP2) (~ (A /a), 
Proof. Let m and n generate the first and second summands of (AlaflO ~ (A/ctfl2) 
(respectively). Since (pl,f l2)=A, there are elements a,b in A such that 
afll+bt2=l. Let m'=am+bn and n'=12m-fl ln. Then m=fllm'+bn' and 
n = BE m' -  am', so m' and n' also generate M. Clearly a i l  i2 m' = 0 = an', so there 
is a map of (A/oztl l2)~ (A/a) onto M. Since these are both pure modules with 0th 
elementary ideal (t~2ili2), this map must be an isomorphism. [] 
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In general we may show that if a direct sum of cyclic modules has all its elemen- 
tary ideals principal, then so does the direct sum of any two cyclic summands. The 
lemma may then be applied repeatedly. We shall work through the case of 3 sum- 
mands and then comment on how the argument may be extended. 
Theorem 3. Let M = (A/01 ) (~ (A/82) 0 (A/03), and suppose that the ideals El (M) 
and E2(M) are principal. Then M satisfies the Elementary Divisor Theorem. 
Proof. We may factor the elements 01,82,83 as 81 =Ctfl2fll, 02=O~fllB3), 2 and 83 = 
afllfl2yy3, where a = h.c.f.(Ol, 02, 03), fll = h.c.f.(O2 /a, O3a), fl2 = h.c.f.(Ol /a, O3/a) 
and f13 = h-c-f.(01/a, 0E/a)" Note that a divides all the O's, each fl divides all but one 
of the (O/a)'s, and each ), divides all but two of the (O/afl)'s. We then have 
Eo(M) = (or3 (ill fl2~3 )2)'1)'2)'3), 
E l (M)  = ~21~1 f 2f13(]~3 ),1)'2, fl2)'1)'3, fll),3 ),3), 
Ea(M) = 0~(/~2~3 )'1, #1/~3 )'2, fllfl2 )'3)- 
Writing Jk=Ak(M)-IEk(M) for k>_0, we then have Jl=(f13),l),2, f12),l),3, fllyy2),3) 
and J2 = (f12f13),l, Blfl3 )'2, fll /32 ),3 ), where each of these triples have no common fac- 
tor. Since the elementary ideals of M are principal, we have in fact that Jl = J2 = A, 
but the notation shall prove useful. 
Suppose that (01,82)= aBs(fl2),l, ill),2) is not principal. Then (f12),l,Bl),2) is con- 
tained in some maximal ideal rn. Since every element of J2 is divisible by either/~1 
or B2),l, we cannot have flj in m, for otherwise J2 c m, contradicting J2=A. 
Similarly f12 is not in m, so (),l,)'2)C m. But every element of J1 is divisible by either 
),1 or }'2 and so Jl C m, contradicting J1 =A.  Therefore we must have (01,82)= 
(a&). 
We may now apply the lemma to express the submodule (A/01)e(A/O2) as 
(A/t~fll/~2fl3 )'1)'2) (~ (Z ~aft3). Applying the argument of the above paragraph, and 
then the lemma, we may then express the submodule (A/afla)O(A/Oa) as 
(A/Ufll fll f13 )P3) (~ (A/a). One more similar step gives us M-~ (A/a,81 f12f13 )'1)'2 )'3) ~) 
(A/afllt~2f13)G(A/o~), and thus the Elementary Divisor Theorem holds for M. [] 
In general, if M=(~l<_i<_n(A/Oi), we may factor each element Oi as Oi = 
a(fl's)(y's) ... (p's)vi where a = h.c.f . (01,. . . ,  On), each/3 is common to n -  1 of the 
(O/a)'s, each y is common to n - 2 of the (O/a~)'s and so on. (In principle there may 
be 2 n -  1 different factors, with 2 n- l occurring in any one 8.) We then have 
Ao(M)=an(H all fl 's)n-~(l- I all y's)n-Z...(H all p's)2(I-I all v's), 
Al(M)=an-l(1- I all fl's) n-1 "'" (I-I all p's) 
and so on down to An_ l (M)= a. I f  we suppose that (01,02) is not principal, we 
may write Oi = Oqti where 0 = h.c.f.(0j, 82) and (~l, ~2) is contained in some maxi- 
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mal ideal m. Assuming that Jk = A for k _> 2 we may then use Jn- ~ = A to show that 
no 'p '  factors of ~l or ~g2 are contained in m, and working down conclude that 
(Vl, v2)~ m. But then Jl C m and so the elementary ideals of M could not be 
principal. 
Auslander and Buchsbaum gave a related result in [1]. They showed that if R is 
a local domain and M a finitely generated module such that the ideal ap(M) is prin- 
cipal for all p, then M=~l<_p(R/ap(M)). The ideals ap(M) satisfy ]/ap+l(M)= 
V~p(M), but do not seem particularly easy to compute. 
Homogeneity 
We may give another partial answer to our general question, after extending the 
notion of homogeneity to more general modules. Say that a pure A-torsion module 
M is homogeneous if for each irreducible factor J of d0(M) there is a k such that 
if jd is the power of J dividing dl (M),  then jd divides Ai(M) for 1 <_i<_k, while 
Ak+l(M) is not divisible by J. (The pair (d,k) may vary with the factor J.) 
Theorem 4. Let M be a homogeneous pure A-torsion module such that 
(i) all of  its elementary ideals are principal; 
(ii) Q(M/JM)= 1, for  each irreducible factor J of  d0(M); and 
(iii) i f  J and e are any two distinct irreducible factors of  do(M) then (J, e)= A. 
Then M is a direct sum of  cyclic modules and satisfies the Elementary Divisor 
Theorem. 
Proof. Condition (iii) implies that M is the direct sum of its primary submodules. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) with Corollary 2 then imply that these are direct sums of cyclic 
modules. Finally the Elementary Divisor Theorem follows on using (iii) again. [] 
Conditions (i) and (ii) of the Theorem are evidently necessary and are easily 
checked. Condition (iii) simplifies our task in two ways. On the one hand we thereby 
avoid extension problems. On the other hand, it enables us to identify M(J)/JM(J) 
with M/JM, and so to determine M(J) (by Corollary 2) directly from a presentation 
for M. In general it seems difficult to use a presentation for a module to determine 
the structure of its primary submodules (apart from their polynomial invariants). 
Even if the elementary ideals and SFS invariants of a primary module are principal, 
it need not be a direct sum of cyclic modules. (See example (iv) below.) However, 
if so it satisfies the Elementary Divisor Theorem. 
Counter-examples 
We shall give here a number of examples demonstrating that the conditions given 
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above on elementary ideals and SFS invariants are in general independent, and 
although necessary are not sufficient for a knot module to be a direct sum of cyclic 
modules (even if it has a composition series with pure cyclic factors). 
(i) Let fi be a Dedekind element and J a nonprincipal ideal of R =A/(6) .  (For in- 
stance we may take 6=13t2-25t+ 13 and J generated by the images of 3 and 
t+ 1.) Then, as a A-module, J is pure and Eo(J)= (6), El(J)=A but J is not cyclic. 
(In this case Q(J)= [J] and y( J )= [ j ] - i  in Pic(R), so neither is 1.) 
(ii) Let 6 be irreducible and a an element whose image in R =A/(6) is a nonzero 
nonunit. (For instance we may take 6--t 2 -  t+ 1 and a = 2. In this case R is a 
P.I.D.) Then the module M with presentation matrix [~ 0] is pure, 6-primary and 
has Eo(M)=Ann(M)= (62), but El(M)= (6, a) is not principal and so this module 
is not cyclic. Note also that M is homogeneous of degree 2 but not elementary. 
(iii) With 6, R and tr as in (ii), the module M presented by 
is pure, 6-primary and has M/~M=R 2, but El(M) is not principal and so M is not 
a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
(iv) Let ~, R and J be as in (i). Then since R is Dedekind J can be generated by 2 
elements, so there is a surjection :A 2 - ' J .  Since J is pure torsion, kern is projec- 
tive and therefore free [4, p. 67], of rank 2, so J has a 2 × 2 presentation matrix 
(~ 8) over A. Let m > 0. Then the module Mm presented by 
6m7 6me/ 
has Eo(M) = (62m+ 1), El(M) = (6 m) and Mm/6mMm ~(A/6m) 2, but 6mMm ~J  and 
so M,,, is not a direct sum of cyclic modules. 
(v) Let 0 =/ ,2  _ t + 1, g/= 512 - 9t + 5 and a = 1 + 2t. Then 0 and g/are Dedekind, and 
A/O and A/g/are P.I.D.'s. The units of A/O are represented by { _+ 1, _+t, +( t -  1)} 
while those of A/g/ are represented by {+_(St-4)nlne7/}. The element tr 
represents a unit of A/(O, g/)--~A/(0,4) ( -Z/4Z[r]  where r2= r -  l) which is not in 
the subgroup generated by the images of (A/O) × and (A/g/) ×. Therefore the 
module M presented by [o o] is not cyclic, although Eo(M)=(Og/), E1(M)=A, 
M/OM~A/(O) and M/g/M----A/(g/) (and thus the SFS invariants of these quotients 
are all 1). 
(vi) If 0 and g/have no common factor, but generate a proper ideal (0, g/)~A, then 
the Elementary Divisor Theorem does not hold for (A/O)0 (A/g/). 
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(vii) The module M1 of example (iv) above is pure, ~-primary, has all elementary 
ideals principal, and Ml/~Ml-- (A/d) 2, but t~M1 ~J  and Ml does not have a com- 
position series with pure cyclic factors. For otherwise it would have a presentation 
matrix of the form 
I i ° i l  • 
Then ay -  ]/d e El (MI)  would imply that either a or y is divisible by d, and so may 
be assumed 0. In either case it would follow easily that ~M~.A/(t~). 
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